
Few people today profess virtue as an ambition. And that’s peculiar, because ask
almost anyone, and they’ll say that they are basically a good person, despite that
none entirely are. Virtue, though, eventually proves itself. Proof of virtue or its
absence is inevitable, because virtue is that quality of character that puts purity
and holiness into fruitful action. Virtue is more than staying pure. The hermit,
monk, or nun can remain pure in their abbey, without any demonstration of
virtuousness. We see virtue only in action, especially action in contrast to the
world’s norms. Watch someone closely enough for long enough, and you’ll soon
see plainly whether they carry that rare quality of virtue.

If we nearly all wish to think of ourselves as
virtuous, as basically good, then how does one
truly become so, so as not to be a complete
hypocrite? The world would say virtue results
from striving. The Bible says otherwise. The
Bible reveals that God’s grace teaches virtue, by
offering salvation to all. The Bible places virtue’s
source in God rather than in ourselves and our

own striving. Recall the apostle Paul wanting to do good while instead doing the
bad that he would rather reject. Without embracing God’s grace, Christ’s
completed work on the cross, we have no hope of doing as we ought, even as
we want. Our passions rule us until subjected to God’s mercy through the cross.
God’s grace, in which we find the assurance of salvation, enables us to reject
worldly passions while living self-controlled and upright lives.

Virtue, then, is indeed possible, just not in the manner we hope to cultivate it. If
you want to be good, then good for you, good for those around you, and good for
the world. But you simply won’t succeed, not in the manner and to the degree
you ought, without embracing Christ’s cross. Know that Christ took your lack of
virtue with him to the cross, paying your penalty at its utter cost. Then and only
then, ever mindful and appreciative of that cost, will you find in yourself a
modicum of virtue. And when you do find that bit of virtue in yourself, don’t steal
Christ’s credit. Give credit where credit is clearly due, laying your pride, too, at
the foot of the cross.


